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However we would strongly recommend you to consult your doctor before taking a medication. Thus the delivery will
take longer than 3 weeks since the packages are sent with the interval of approximately 7 days one by one. Where should
I keep this medicine? Also tell them if you smoke, drink alcohol, or use illegal drugs. Special care may be needed. Do
not use this drug if you are pregnant. What if I miss a dose? Store away from heat, moisture, and light. What is a generic
medication? Visit your doctor or health care professional for regular check-ups to monitor your condition. The principal
reason for the reduced price of generic medicines is that the creation of the generic drug runs up less cost and therefore a
lower price can be offered and still maintain profitability. Give your health care providers a list of all the medicines,
herbs, non-prescription drugs, or dietary supplements you use. Furthermore, your name or any other personal
information will never be given or sold to any other company.Just went to collect prescription and they have given me
generic Letrozole instead of branded Femera. I appreciate that technically it - Different brands of letrozole - Breast
Cancer Care. Letrozole. Generic Femara LETROZOLE blocks the production of estrogen. It is used to treat breast
cancer. The lowest GoodRx price for the most common version of letrozole is around $, 96% off the average retail price
of $ Compare aromatase inhibitors. Prescription Settings. generic. Select Brand. letrozole. Jul 23, - Just wondering if
those who were on Femara and have gone to the generic have noticed any differences in them? I had just gotten my 3
mth supply in just before the Generic came out so I'm still on the 'Real' Femara until late Aug but I recently got my next
3 months worth in and it's the Generic. Yes. The following products are equivalent to Femara: letrozole tablet;oral.
Manufacturer: ACCORD HLTHCARE Approval date: June 3, Strength(s): MG; Manufacturer: APOTEX INC Approval
date: April 19, Strength(s): MG; Manufacturer: DR REDDYS LABS LTD Approval date: June 3, Strength(s). Femara Prescribed for Breast Cancer - Adjuvant, Breast Cancer - Metastatic, Breast Cancer. letrozole - Prescribed for Breast
Cancer - Adjuvant, Breast Cancer - Metastatic, Breast Cancer. Quantity, 30 tablet. Dosage, mg. Per Unit*, $ Cost*, $
View all Femara prices View generic prices. gps wrote: Can I get some feedback on whether the people on hormone
therapy (Letrozole) take the branded version i.e. Femara or do they take the generic Letrozole? (in general, for a cancer
drug, do you take the branded version or the generic?) If you take the generic letrozle, which company Letrozole vs.
Femara. As this eMedTV article explains, you can now buy Femara (letrozole) in generic form. This article looks at how
the generic version compares to the brand-name product and explains who manufactures the generic product. Femara or
letrozole is a drug used to stimulate ovulation in women with PCOS. Femara (Letrozole) for Infertility, Ovulation
Problems and PCOS Treatment Femara (generic name is letrozole) is an oral drug which can be an effective fertility
treatment for women with ovulation problems, or for those with unexplained. Save money on your Femara Tablets
prescription by switching to Teva's FDA-approved generic version, Letrozole Tablets, USP. Generic Name: Letrozole.
Femara is the trade name for the generic drug letrozole. In some cases, health care professionals may use the trade name
Femara when referring to the generic drug name letrozole. Drug Type: Femara is a hormone therapy. Femara is
classified as an aromatase inhibitor. (For more detail, see.
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